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Abstract
Causal inference requires assumptions about the
data generating process, many of which are unverifiable from the data. Given that some causal
assumptions might be uncertain or disputed, formal methods are needed to quantify how sensitive
research conclusions are to violations of those
assumptions. Although an extensive literature
exists on the topic, most results are limited to specific model structures, while a general-purpose
algorithmic framework for sensitivity analysis is
still lacking. In this paper, we develop a formal,
systematic approach to sensitivity analysis for arbitrary linear Structural Causal Models (SCMs).
We start by formalizing sensitivity analysis as
a constrained identification problem. We then
develop an efficient, graph-based identification
algorithm that exploits non-zero constraints on
both directed and bidirected edges. This allows
researchers to systematically derive sensitivity
curves for a target causal quantity with an arbitrary set of path coefficients and error covariances
as sensitivity parameters. These results can be
used to display the degree to which violations of
causal assumptions affect the target quantity of interest, and to judge, on scientific grounds, whether
problematic degrees of violations are plausible.

1. Introduction
Randomized controlled trials (RCT) are considered the gold
standard for identifying cause-effect relationships in dataintensive sciences (Giffin et al., 2010). In practice, however,
direct randomization is often infeasible or unethical, requiring researchers to combine non-experimental observations
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with assumptions about the data generating process in order to obtain causal claims. These assumptions are usually
encoded as the absence of certain causal relationships, or
as the absence of association between certain unobserved
factors. Conclusions based on causal models are, therefore,
provisional: they depend on the validity of causal assumptions, regardless of the sample size (Pearl, 2000; Spirtes
et al., 2000; Bareinboim & Pearl, 2016).
In many real settings, it is not uncommon that these assumptions are subject to uncertainty or dispute. Scientists may
posit alternative causal models that are equally compatible
with the observed data; or, more mundanely, researchers can
make identification assumptions for convenience, simply
to proceed with estimation.1 Regardless of the motivation,
the provisional character of causal inference behooves us to
formally assess the extent to which causal conclusions are
sensitive to violations of those assumptions.
The importance of such exercises is best illustrated with a
real example, which directly impacted public policy. During
the late 1950s and early 1960s, there was a fierce debate
regarding the causal effect of cigarette smoking on lung
cancer. One of its most notable skeptics was the influential statistician Ronald Fisher, who claimed that, without
an experiment, one cannot rule out unobserved common
causes (e.g. the individual’s genotype) as being responsible
for the observed association (Fisher, 1957; 1958). Technically speaking, Fisher’s statement was accurate; data alone
could not refute his hypothesis. Yet, although no RCT measuring the effect of cigarette smoking on lung cancer was
performed, currently there exists a broad consensus around
the issue. How could such a consensus emerge?
An important step towards the current state of affairs was
a sensitivity analysis performed by Cornfield et al. (1959).
Their investigation consisted of the following hypothetical question: if Fisher’s hypothesis were true, how strong
would the alleged confounder need to be to explain all the
observed association between cigarette smoking and lung
cancer? The analysis concluded that, since smokers had nine
times the risk of nonsmokers for developing lung cancer,
the latent confounder would need to be at least nine times
1
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As noted by Joffe et al. (2010), “such assumptions are usually
made casually, largely because they justify the use of available
statistical methods and not because they are truly believed”.
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more common in smokers than in nonsmokers—something
deemed implausible by experts at the time.
Cornfield’s exercise reveals the fundamental steps of a sensitivity analysis. The analyst introduces a violation of a
causal assumption of the current model, such as positing the
presence of unobserved confounders that induce a non-zero
association between two error terms. Crucially, however, we
are willing to tolerate this violation up to a certain plausibility limit dictated by expert judgment (e.g., prior biological
understanding, pilot studies). The task is, thus, to systematically quantify how different hypothetical “degrees” of
violation (to be defined) affect the conclusions, and to judge
whether expert knowledge can rule out problematic values.
The problem of sensitivity analysis has been studied throughout the sciences, ranging from statistics (Rosenbaum &
Rubin, 1983; Small, 2007; Rosenbaum, 2010; Cinelli & Hazlett, 2018; Franks et al., 2019) to epidemiology (Brumback
et al., 2004; Vanderweele & Arah, 2011; Ding & VanderWeele, 2016; Arah, 2017), sociology (Frank, 2000), psychology (Mauro, 1990), political science (Imai et al., 2010;
Blackwell, 2013), and economics (Leamer, 1983; Imbens,
2003; Oster, 2017; Masten & Poirier, 2018). Notwithstanding all this attention, the current literature is still limited to
specific models and solved on a case-by-case basis. Considering the ubiquity of causal questions in the sciences and
artificial intelligence, a formal, algorithmic framework to
deal with violations of causal assumptions is needed.
Causal modeling requires a formal language where the characterization of the data generating process can be encoded
explicitly. Structural Causal Models (Pearl, 2000) provide
such a language and, in many fields, including machine
learning, the health and social sciences, linearity is a popular
modeling choice. In this paper, we focus on the sensitivity
analysis of linear acyclic semi-Markovian SCMs. We allow violations of exclusion and independence restrictions,
such as (i) the absence or presence of unobserved common
causes; and, (ii) the absence, presence or reversal of direct
causal effects. Our contributions are the following:
1. We introduce a formal, algorithmic approach for sensitivity analysis in linear SCMs and show it can be
reduced to a problem of identification with non-zero
constraints, i.e, identification when certain parameter
values are fixed to a known, but non-zero, number.
2. We develop a novel graphical procedure, called P USH F ORWARD, that reduces identification with a known
error covariance to vanilla identification, for which a
plethora of algorithms are available.
3. We develop an efficient graph-based constrained identification algorithm that takes as input a set of sensitivity
parameters and returns a sensitivity curve for the effect estimate. The algorithm is theoretically sound and

experimental results corroborate its generality, showing canonical sensitivity analysis examples are a small
subset of the cases solved by our proposal.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews basic
terminology and definitions that will be used throughout the
text. Section 3 shows how sensitivity analysis in the context
of linear SCMs can be reduced to a constrained identification
problem. In Section 4 we develop a novel approach that
allows researchers to systematically incorporate constraints
on error covariances of linear SCMs. Section 5 utilizes these
results to construct a constrained identification algorithm
for deriving sensitivity curves. Finally, Section 6 presents
experimental results to evaluate our proposals.

2. Preliminaries
In this paper, we use the language of structural causal models as our basic semantic framework (Pearl, 2000). In particular, we consider linear semi-Markovian SCMs, consisting
of a set of equations of the form V = ΛV +U , where V represent the endogenous variables, U the exogenous variables,
and Λ a matrix containing the structural coefficients representing both the strength of causal relationships and lack
of direct causation among variables (when λij = 0). The
exogenous variables are usually assumed to be multivariate
Gaussian with covariance matrix E, encoding independence
between error terms (when ij = 0).2 We focus on acyclic
models, where Λ can be arranged to be lower triangular.
The covariance matrix Σ of the endogenous variables induced by model M is given by Σ = (I − Λ)−1 E(I − Λ)−> .
Without loss of generality, we assume model variables have
been standardized to unit variance. For any three variables
x, y and z, we denote σyx to be the covariance of x and y,
σyx.z to be the partial covariance of y and x given z, and
Ryx.z the regression coefficient of y on x adjusting for z.
Causal quantities of interest in a linear SCM are usually entries of Λ (or functions of those entries), and identifiability
reduces to checking whether they can be uniquely computed
from the observed covariance matrix Σ.
Causal graphs provide a parsimonious encoding of some
of the substantive assumptions of a linear SCM. The
causal graph (or the path diagram) of model M is a graph
G = (V, D, B), where V denotes the vertices (endogenous
variables), D the set of directed edges (non-zero entries
of Λ) and B the set of bidirected edges (non-zero entries
of E). Missing directed edges represent exclusion restrictions—a variable is not a direct cause of the other. Missing
bidirected edges denote independence restrictions, representing the fact that no latent common causes exist between
two observed variables. When clear from context, we may
2
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treat model coefficients and their corresponding edges on
the graph interchangeably. We use standard graph notation, where P a(y) denotes the parents, Ch(y) the children,
Anc(y) the ancestors, and De(y) the descendants of node y.

3. Sensitivity analysis and identification
In this section we demonstrate the pervasiveness of identification problems in sensitivity analysis in the context of a
simple example. Suppose a scientist hypothesizes model
GO shown in Fig. 1a with the goal of estimating the direct
effect of a treatment x on an outcome y (structural coefficient λxy ). By the single-door criterion (Pearl 2000), she
verifies λxy is identifiable in GO and equal to the regression
estimand Ryx.z , licensing her to proceed with estimation.
Another investigator, however, is suspicious of the bold
assumption that no common causes (confounders) exist between z and x in GO . She goes on, therefore, and constructs
an alternative model GA (Fig. 1b) such that the bidirected
edge z ↔ x is included to account for that possibility. A
question now naturally arises: how wrong could one be
using Ryx.z to estimate λxy if the true causal model were
given by graph GA ? Answering this question requires defining a measure of “wrongness” of the estimand, and perhaps
the simplest such measure is its bias in the additive scale.3
Definition 1 (Bias of ES with respect to Q). Let Q be a
computable quantity given a fully specified linear structural
causal model, and let ES be any estimand (a functional of
the covariance matrix Σ). The bias of ES with respect to Q
is the difference between the two quantities, B = ES − Q.
In our example, the proposed estimand is ES = Ryx.z ,
the target quantity is Q = λxy , and to compute the bias,
B = Ryx.z − λxy , one needs to identify λxy . Computing
the bias, thus, entails an identification problem (Prop. 1).
Proposition 1. The bias of estimand ES with respect to
target quantity Q is identifiable iff Q is identifiable.
In GA , however, the presence of the bidirected edge x ↔ z
renders λxy unidentifiable, and computation of B is not
possible. How could one circumvent this impediment?
As in Cornfield et al. (1959), the impossibility of computing
the exact bias of Ryx.z with respect to λxy calls for another
strategy—expressing the bias as a function of the “strength”
of the omitted confounders. In this way, the analyst can
predict for any hypothetical strength of the confounders
whether it would be enough to change the research conclusions. This allows the analyst to bring new substantive
knowledge to bear, by submitting these quantitative results
to a judgment of plausibility and ruling out some scenarios.
3
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Figure 1: Original model GO and two alternative models,
GA and GB . In GA any of the remaining parameters (λzx ,
zx or zy ) can be used as a sensitivity parameter for λxy ,
whereas GB rules out zx as a sensitivity parameter. Adding
a bidirected edge x ↔ y in GA does not prevent zy from
being a valid sensitivity parameter, whereas in GB it does.
Implementing this idea requires a precise definition of how
to measure the “strength” of the omitted confounders. In our
example, a possible candidate for measuring such strength
is the structural parameter zx of the added bidirected edge
z ↔ x. The task then becomes: (i) to determine whether
knowledge of zx allows the identification of λxy ; and, (ii) if
so, to find a parameterized estimand for λxy in terms of zx .
This 2-step procedure can be seen as an identification problem with non-zero constraints (Def. 2).4
Definition 2 (θ-identifiability). Let M be a linear SCM and
θ a set of parameters of M with known (non-zero) values. A
causal quantity Q is said to be θ-identifiable if Q is uniquely
computable from Σ and θ.
We call any functional of Σ and θ, which identifies Q, a
θ-specific estimand (or sensitivity curve) for Q with respect to sensitivity parameters θ. These estimands are the
workhorse for sensitivity analysis; they allow us to investigate how strong certain relationships must be (as parameterized by θ) in order to induce significant bias in our estimates.
In other words, identifying a bias function in terms of θ (and
the observed data) for sensitivity analysis is equivalent to
the constrained identification problem of Def. 2 (Prop. 2).
Proposition 2. The bias of ES with respect to Q can be
expressed as a function of θ (and Σ) iff Q is θ-identifiable.
Going back to GA , it is indeed possible to construct an
zx -specific estimand for λxy (see Sec. 4):
λxy (zx ) =

σxy − (σzx − zx )σyz
1 − (σzx − zx )σzx

(1)

Eq. 1 allows one to compute the bias of Ryx.z with respect to
the target quantity λxy , for any given hypothetical value of
zx , if the true model were given by GA . Similarly, it allows
one to determine how strong the unobserved confounder
would need to be (as parameterized by zx ) such that the as4
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sociation Ryx.z is completely explained by the unobserved
confounder (i.e., the value of zx such that λxy (zx ) = 0).
Still, what if the analyst has no knowledge to plausibly
bound the strength of zx ? Even though the violation introduced in model GA was the addition of the bidirected edge
x ↔ z, corresponding to zx , there is no reason to limit
our attention to that parameter, and any θ-specific estimand
could be used for sensitivity analysis. In fact, the two remaining parameters of the model also yield valid θ-specific
estimands (Sec. 5 provides an algorithmic solution),
σxy − λzx σyz
1 − λzx σzx
σzy − zy
λxy (zy ) =
σzx

λxy (λzx ) =

(2)
(3)

Having a diverse option of sensitivity curves is important,
because sensitivity analysis relies on plausibility judgments.
One could argue, for instance, that assessing the plausibility
of zx could be hard because it involves judging the effect of
confounders of unknown cardinality, and perhaps, previous
studies give plausible bounds on the direct causal effect of
z on x (i.e., λzx ), making a λzx -specific estimand more
attractive. Regardless of the specific scenario, it is clear that
the choice of sensitivity parameters should be guided by the
availability of substantive knowledge.
Remarkably, several subtleties arise when deriving
θ-specific estimands, even in simple models with three variables. For instance, a natural approach for tackling the
problem in our example could be the re-expression of Ryx.z
in terms of the covariance matrix implied by GA , yielding,
Ryx.z = λxy −

(σzx − λzx )zy
zx zy
= λxy −
2
2
1 − σzx
1 − σzx

(4)

One may surmise upon the examination of such expression
that two sensitivity parameters are needed. As shown in
Eqs. 1 to 3, this conclusion would be misleading.
These subtleties also appear when solving several variations
of a model. Imagine the alternative model is now GB , instead of GA , as shown in Figure 1c. Is zx an admissible
sensitivity parameter in this case? Is the zy -specific estimand derived in GA still valid if the model were GB ? If
we include another violation in both models, a bidirected
arrow x ↔ y, would the previously obtained zy -specific
estimands still be valid? Despite the apparent similarity of
both models, the answers to these questions reveal their sensitivity curves behave quite differently. The tools developed
in this paper not only provide an algorithmic solution to
these questions, but also allow researchers to swiftly answer
them by simple inspection of the graph.
The above examples demonstrate several of the identification problems entailed by a sensitivity analysis. If in small
models these tasks are already complex, once we move to

models with more than three or four variables, an informal,
case-by-case approach to sensitivity analysis is simply infeasible. Therefore, we need a formal framework and efficient
algorithms to incorporate constraints in linear SCMs.

4. Incorporating constraints in linear SCMs
Existing methods for identification in linear SCMs,
such as the Q ID algorithm from Chen et al. (2017),
are able to incorporate constraints on directed edges
and can be used to derive sensitivity curves such as the
λzx -specific estimand of Eq. 2. The Q ID algorithm exploits
a known edge λab by creating an auxiliary variable (AV)
b∗ = b − λab a (Chen et al., 2016). Subtracting out
the direct effect of a on b in this way may help with
the identification of other coefficients in the model. For
instance, the λzx -specific estimand can be computed using
AVs in the following way: (i) create x∗ = x − λzx z;
(ii) use x∗ as an instrument for λxy , resulting in
λxy (λzx ) = σyx∗ /σxx∗ = (σxy − λzx σyz )/(1 − λzx σzx ).5
However, neither the zx -specific nor the zy -specific estimands can be derived using Q ID; in fact, there is no current
identification algorithm that offers a principled and efficient
way to exploit knowledge of bidirected edges.6 As this is
critical for the derivation of sensitivity curves (see Sec. 6),
one of the core contributions of this work is the development
of a novel graphical procedure that allows one to systematically incorporate constraints on error covariances.
Conventional linear SCMs already impose one type of constraint on error covariances: a lack of a bidirected edge between two variables a and b encodes the assumption that the
structural parameter ab is zero. The identification problem
imposed by sensitivity analysis, nonetheless, sets a different
type of constraint—the error covariance ab is fixed to a
known but non-zero number. The essence of our method is
to represent this knowledge in the graph.
Considering a graph G, covariance matrix Σ, and a known
error covariance ab , our strategy consists of performing a
“manageable” transformation of G such that the bidirected
edge a ↔ b is removed from the graph. By “manageable”
we mean the implied covariance matrix Σ0 of the transformed graph G0 can still be derived from Σ and the known
value ab ; otherwise, we would have no connection between
G0 and the data, making inference in G0 impossible. Once
this graphical transformation is applied, we can exploit any
5
The Q ID algorithm extends generalized instrumental sets
(Brito & Pearl, 2002) using a bootstrapping procedure whereby
complex models can be identified by iteratively identifying coefficients and using them to generate new auxiliary variables. It
takes as inputs a graph G, covariance matrix Σ and known directed
edges D, and it returns the new set of identified directed edges.
6
Methods from computer algebra offer a complete solution but
are computationally intractable. See Sec. 6 and Supp. Materials.
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Thus, rather than fully removing z ↔ y, we “push it forward” to the children of z, as shown in graph G0A of Fig. 2b.
Note the bidirected edge is moved from being between
z and y to being between x (a child of z) and y, with new
structural parameter 0zy = λzx zy . Path-tracing of G0A
shows its implied covariance matrix Σ0A is exactly the same
0
as ΣA , except for σzy
, which can be obtained by subtracting
zy from σzy ,
:= σzy − zy

=λzx λxy + λxy zx

(9)

:= σxy

=λxy + λzx zy

(10)

Since G0A has the same structural coefficients as G and we
know how to compute the covariance matrix induced by
G0A from the known values Σ and zy , we can use G0A to
identify the coefficients in our original model. In this case,
z is an instrument for λxy in G0A , resulting in the estimand
0
0
λxy (zy ) = σzy
/σzx
= (σzy − zy )/σzx of Eq. 3.
Applying the same logic to graph GB in Fig. 1c, assume
zy is known. Since z has no other descendants except y,
pushing forward zy simply removes the bidirected
edge z ↔ y. This results in the modified graph G0B
of Fig. 2d with the amortized covariance of z and y,
0
σzy
= σzy − zy . Note zy enters in no other covariances
of the system. The graph G0B renders z single-door admissible for the identification of λxy , giving us the estimand
0
2
λxy (zy ) = Ryx.z
= (σyx − σxz (σzy − zy ))/(1 − σxz
).
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Sometimes it might be necessary to prune variables from
G0 to guarantee Σ0 is computable. Consider again GA and
assume zx is known. Pushing forward zx results in Fig. 3b
0
where, as before, we know σzx
= σzx − zx . However,
path-tracing of Fig. 3b shows the covariance of z with y
0
would also need adjustment, σzy
= σzy − λxy zx . Thus,
we have two cases: (i) if λxy is known, the adjustment is
feasible and we are done; (ii) if λxy is not (yet) known,
the adjustment cannot be made; but, since y is a leaf node,
it can be pruned from G0 (Tian & Pearl, 2003), avoiding
this problem (Fig. 3c). In this case, note the pruned graph
is still helpful—now λzx can be identified. As previously
discussed, knowledge of λzx permits identification of λxy
using AVs, giving us the zx -specific estimand of Eq. 1.

 zy

=λzx + zx
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This simple graphical manipulation also makes it clear why
adding a bidirected edge x ↔ y as a further violation in
the original graphs GA and GB has different consequences
for the identification of λxy . In G0A , z still remains a valid
instrument even if the original graph had x ↔ y; this would
only change the value of the structural coefficient 0xy , which
would now read 0xy = xy + λzx zy . In G0B , however,
adding x ↔ y renders z inadmissible for single-door identification of λxy , since this backdoor path cannot be blocked.
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Ideally, we could create an alternative model G∗A where
the bidirected edge z ↔ y is fully removed from the graph.
For this to be useful, we need to be able to express the new
implied covariance matrix Σ∗A in terms of the original covariance matrix ΣA and the known error covariance zy . While
∗
expressing σzy
in terms of ΣA and zy is straightforward
∗
(since, trivially, σzy
= σzy − zy ), it is not immediately
∗
clear how to write σxy
= σxy − λzx zy = λxy in terms of
ΣA and zy , for this requires identifying either λxy or λzx
in the original model.
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Figure 2: Pushing forward zy in GA renders z a valid
instrument in G0A . Pushing forward zy in GB renders z
single-door admissible in G0B .
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The easiest way to introduce our method, which we call
P USH F ORWARD, is via an example. Consider again
graph GA in Fig. 1b, and assume zy is known. Path-tracing
(Wright, 1921) results in the following covariances, where
the known parameter zy is highlighted in red,

z

z

 zy

existing graphical identification method on the modified
model G0 , and solutions in G0 can be transfered back to solutions in the original model G. In short, we manipulate the
graph to reduce an identification problem with a non-zero
constraint to a standard one.

λxy

(c) Prune y

Figure 3: Pushing forward zx in GA requires adjusting σyz .
If the adjustment is possible, y is kept in the graph as in
Fig. 3b; if not, y is marginalized (pruned) as in Fig. 3c.
The graphical manipulation of P USH F ORWARD is general,
and can be performed whenever we have knowledge of a
known error covariance. Theorem 1 formalizes the procedure to arbitrary models. Given any bidirected edge x ↔ y
with known value xy , we remove it from the graph and reg0
ister the new amortized covariance σxy
= σxy − xy . Next
we repair the covariances of the descendants of x with y by,
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Consider the example given in Fig. 4a. The task is to decide whether θ = (xz , xy , zy ) (in red) is an admissible
set of sensitivity parameters for the target coefficient λxy
(in blue) and, if so, to find the corresponding sensitivity
curve. Our strategy consists of, for each node v, listing its
ancestors a ∈ An(v), and, in topological order, iteratively
push forward av if it is still known in the modified graph.
By performing operations in this way, we are guaranteed to
visit each ancestor of v only once. Starting with node v = z,
it has only one ancestor x and a single known bidirected
edge to be removed, xz . This can be handled with a onestep P USH F ORWARD operation (pruning y), resulting in the
modified graph G0z of Fig. 4b, in which λxz can be trivially
identified. Next, return to the original graph and consider
v = y, with ancestors x and z. Following a topological order, we first push forward xy , giving us the modified graph
0
Gy of Fig. 4c with new bidirected edge 0zy = zy + λxz xy .
Note all components of 0zy are known, we can thus push
00
forward 0zy in G0y , obtaining the graph Gy in Fig. 4d, in
00
which λxy is identified with sensitivity curve Ryx.z
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Although the graphical modification of P USH F ORWARD
is defined for one bidirected edge, the modified graph G0
is a valid model in which any graphical operation can be
performed. We can thus extend P USH F ORWARD to handle
multiple bidirected edges by iteratively applying it whenever
a bidirected edge of the modified graph is still known—what
remains to be decided is the order in which to perform these
operations. Note that testing all possible orders of graphical

manipulations can result in an algorithm with exponential
computational complexity, even when initially pushing forward a single bidirected edge xy . This happens because
new bidirected edges are created for each c ∈ Ch(x) and,
if all the λcx are identifiable, all subsets of those bidirected
edges may be eligible to be pushed forward again. Thus,
here we propose an efficient procedure using topological
ordering, which performed as well as a brute-force approach
in our computational experiments (Sec. 6).

 yw

In this section, we construct a graph-based constrained identification algorithm for linear SCMs which systematically
exploits knowledge of both path coefficients and error covariances efficiently. Our algorithm relies on the P USH F ORWARD method to incorporate constraints on bidirected
edges, and on the AV technique (via the Q ID algorithm)
to incorporate constraints on directed edges. This allows
the algorithmic derivation of sensitivity curves for a target
query λxy in arbitrary linear models, with an arbitrary set
of directed and bidirected edges as sensitivity parameters.

Figure 4: PF multiple edges in topological order.
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5. Algorithmic derivation of sensitivity curves
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We denote by PF(G, Σ, D, xy , x) the function that returns
the modified model hG0 , Σ0 i as per Theorem 1. Pseudocode
for PF (which closely follows the steps of the theorem) as
well as the proof can be found in the supplementary material.
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where δyz is the sum of all directed paths from y to z;
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Theorem 1 (P USH F ORWARD). Given a linear SCM with
graph G, covariance matrix Σ, a set of known directed edges D, and known bidirected edge xy , let the
pair hG0 , Σ0 i be constructed from G and Σ as follows:

x xz z
λxz
λ
x
x y

zy
λzy

for every c ∈ Ch(x), adding (or modifying) the bidirected
edge c ↔ y with the direct causal effect λxc times xy .
Finally, for any descendant z of y, we either (i) amortize
its covariance with x, if all edges that compose the total
causal effect δyz of y on its descendant z are known, or
(ii) marginalize z out by pruning the graph. The final output
is a modified model hG0 , Σ0 i where any graphical identification method can be applied; and, estimands in terms of Σ0
can be converted back to estimands in terms of Σ and xy .

w

w

(a) Original Model (b) Push forward xw (c) Push forward yw

Figure 5: Instruments with ancestors and descendants.
In the previous example we demonstrated how to systematically deal with bidirected edges connected to ancestors
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Algorithm 1 C ID(G, Σ, D, B)

λzw

zw
x

z

x

x

z

λxy

 zy

λz

 wy

1: initialize VB ← Vertices(B)
2: repeat
3:
D ← D ∪ Q ID(G, Σ, D)
4:
for each v ∈ VB do
5:
hG0 , Σ0 i ← hG, Σi
6:
for each a ∈ An(v) in topological order do
7:
if 0av is known then
8:
hG0 , Σ0 i ← PF(G0 , Σ0 , D, 0av , a)
9:
D ← D ∪ Q ID(G0 , Σ0 , D)
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
end for
13:
for each ab ∈ B do
14:
hG0 , Σ0 i ← PF(G, Σ, D, ab , a)
15:
D ← D ∪ Q ID(G0 , Σ0 , D)
16:
end for
17: until all directed edges have been identified or no edge

w

y

(a) λxy is zw -identifiable (b) Sensitivity of λxy in terms of zw

Figure 6: In Fig 6a note that, although not connected to x
nor y, zw is an admissible sensitivity parameter for λxy .
Fig. 6b shows the sensitivity curve of λxy in terms of zw
for a numerical simulation of the model in Fig. 6a.

has been identified in the last iteration

of a node v; however, in linear models, descendants of v
can also help with the identification of direct causal effects
λav . Consider, for instance, Fig. 5a. The task is to find a
sensitivity curve for λxy in terms of θ = (xw , yw ). Start
with node w and, as before, push forward xw as in Fig. 5b.
Here, λzw can be identified with x as an instrument. Returning to the original graph, now consider node y and push
forward the bidirected edge yw with its descendant w, as
in Fig. 5c. Since λzw has been identified, we can create the
AV w∗ = w − λzw z which is a valid instrument for λxy .
These two cases illustrate our general procedure for handling multiple bidirected edges, which in combination with
the Q ID algorithm forms our constrained identification algorithm C ID, provided in Algorithm 1. Lines 4 to 12 perform
P USH F ORWARD (PF) in topological ordering, each time applying Q ID in the modified model to verify if new directed
edges can be identified; lines 13 to 16 perform a single
P USH F ORWARD operation on each bidirected edge, which
may free descendants to be used as instruments as in Fig. 5.
Since new identified edges can help both P USH F ORWARD
as well as Q ID, this process is repeated until all or no new
directed edges are identified in the last iteration. The complexity of C ID is dominated by Q ID, which is polynomial
if the degree of each node is bounded (Chen et al., 2017).
An interesting 4-node example is shown in Fig. 6a,
where zw , a parameter neither related to x nor y, is an
admissible sensitivity parameter for λxy ! Our algorithm
derives an zw -specific estimand for λxy as follows. It first
pushes forward zw , and runs Q ID in the modified graph,
resulting in the identification of λzw . Next, the algorithm
returns to the original graph, and runs Q ID, which uses λzw
to create the auxiliary variable w∗ = w − λzw z, enabling

the identification of λzx . Finally, still within Q ID, λxy is
obtained using the auxiliary variable x∗ = x − λzx z.
As discussed in Sec.3, the utility of θ-specific estimands is
to show how sensitive the target quantity of interest is to
different hypothetical values of the sensitivity parameters θ.
These results can then be submitted to quantitative plausibility judgments, for instance, in the form of θ ∈ Θp , where
Θp is a plausibility region. To illustrate how one could deploy this in practice, we provide a numerical example of the
causal model in Fig. 6a. Our goal is to assess how different
hypothetical values for zw affects inference of λxy . In a
real context, this needs to be estimated from finite samples,
and here we use a maximum likelihood estimator. Fig. 6b
shows the estimates for λxy (blue) for different values of
the sensitivity parameter zw , along with the corresponding
95% confidence interval (gray). If, for instance, we can
plausibly bound zw to be within 0.1 to 0.3, the plot reveals
λxy can be safely judged to be within -0.2 to -0.6.

6. Computational experiments
The identification problem in linear systems has not yet
been efficiently solved. Although there exists a complete solution using computer algebra (García-Puente et al., 2010),
these methods are computationally intractable, making it
impractical for graphs larger than 4 or 5 nodes. Since we
rely on existing identification algorithms that are polynomial but not complete (i.e., Q ID cannot find all identifiable
parameters), we cannot expect the C ID algorithm to find all
sensitivity curves as well. In this section, we report the results of an extensive set of experiments aimed to empirically
verify the generality of our approach. We have performed
an exhaustive study of all possible queries in 3 and 4-node
models, which are essentially the largest instances computer
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3-N ODE M ODELS

4-N ODE M ODELS

ID A LGORITHM

Directed

Bidirected

Both

Directed

Bidirected

Both

Q ID (AVs only)
C ID (AVs + PF)

19(100%)
19(100%)

– (0%)
109(100%)

68 (21%)
320(100%)

14,952(95%)
14,952(95%)

– (0%)
50,708(97%)

170,304(29%)
555,758(96%)

G ROUND T RUTH

19

109

320

15,740

52,016

578,858

Table 1: Number of θ-identifiable sensitivity queries (only when θ 6= ∅) per type of sensitivity parameters θ.
z

algebra methods can solve through brute force.7
A query consists of determining whether in model G, a
target parameter λxy is θ-identifiable given a set of sensitivity parameters θ. For 3-node models, we have 50 connected graphs with 720 possible queries; for 4-node models,
we have 3,745 connected graphs and 1,059,156 possible
queries.8 For each query, we used algebraic methods to
determine ground-truth identification and checked it against
the results of both Q ID and C ID. Our interest lies in the
queries that are θ-identifiable only when θ 6= ∅.
The results are given in Table 1, where columns restrict
sensitivity parameters θ to be: (i) subsets of directed edges;
(ii) subsets of bidirected edges; and, (iii) subsets of both
directed and bidirected edges. The results show that our C ID
algorithm correctly identifies all possible sensitivity curves
for 3-node models. Among 4-node models, our method
solves 96% of all identifiable sensitivity queries.
These numbers reveal that, in the context of linear SCMs,
canonical sensitivity analysis examples which have been
addressed on a case-by-case basis in the literature (e.g.,
Fig.7, target coefficient in blue and sensitivity parameters
in red), are only a small subset of all possible sensitivity
analyses exercises enabled by our proposal.When comparing C ID’s results to those of Q ID only, it is also clear that
systematically incorporating constraints on bidirected edges
is essential for obtaining sensitivity curves.
A valid concern regarding C ID’s current implementation is
that the proposed topological ordering for processing bidirected edges could be less capable than a general search
over all possible valid graphical manipulations. With this
in mind, we performed a thorough comparison of our proposal against other ordering methods for all queries in 3 and
4-node models. Topological ordering proved to perform as
well as a brute-force search that recursively tests all possible
subsets of bidirected edges that can be pushed forward.
Finally, the incompleteness of C ID can stem from two
sources: limitations of the graphical manipulations per7
We use Gröbner bases, which has a doubly-exponential comp.
complexity (Bardet, 2002). See Supp. Materials for details.
8
For 5-node models, these numbers reach 1 million graphs and
11 billion queries. Ground-truth computations in 5-node models
using computer algebra can take hours for a single graph.

zx

x

λ λxy

zy

λ

zy

y

λzx
z

m
xy
λxy

xy

x
λzy

(a) Backdoor

(b) IV

xm

λ λxy
y

x



m
m y
y

λ

y
xy

(c) Mediation

Figure 7: Canonical sensitivity analyses: (a) backdoor violation with unobserved confounders independent of observed
confounders (Carnegie et al., 2016); (b) putative instrumental variable, where both the exclusion and independence
restriction are suspected to be violated (Wang et al., 2018);
(c) randomized trial in which treatment x has side-effect m,
and unobserved mediation-outcome confounding cannot be
ruled out (VanderWeele, 2010). For linear SCMs, these are
special cases of all queries solved by our approach.

formed by P USH F ORWARD and the incompleteness of the
identification algorithm for directed edges, Q ID. Separating the two can help guide efforts for future research. To
achieve that, we used algebraic methods to simulate how
C ID would have performed if it had access to a complete
identification algorithm for directed edges instead of Q ID.
We found that C ID would have identified over 99.99% of
4-node sensitivity queries. This seem to suggest that: (i) the
main bottleneck of C ID is Q ID; and (ii) P USH F ORWARD
with topological ordering can reap the benefits of improved
identification algorithms for directed edges.

7. Conclusion
We introduced a general algorithmic framework of sensitivity analysis for linear SCMs. We reduced sensitivity analysis to a constrained identification problem and developed
a novel graphical procedure to systematically incorporate
constraints on bidirected edges. We then devised an efficient graph-based algorithm for deriving sensitivity curves.
Exhaustive experiments corroborated the generality of our
proposal. Such systematic tools can help analysts better
navigate in the model space and understand the trade-off
between the plausibility of assumptions and the strength of
conclusions. Extensions to other types of violations and to
nonlinear models are promising directions for future work.
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Appendix
A. Proof of propositions 1 and 2
The propositions follow directly from the definitions, but
we state the proofs here for completeness. For proposition 1,
first note ES is a functional of the covariance matrix Σ and it
is by definition identifiable. Thus, if Q is identifiable, we can
also uniquely compute Q from Σ and, since B = ES − Q,
and each of its components are identifiable, B can also
be uniquely computed from Σ and it is thus identifiable.
Conversely, if B is identifiable, just write Q = ES + B,
which means Q can be uniquely determined from Σ and it
is also identifiable.
Proposition 2 follows the same argument. First note that if
Q is θ-identifiable then we can write B(θ) = ES − Q(θ)
which is uniquely determined by Σ and θ, giving us a bias
function parameterized in terms of θ. Conversely, if there
exists a function B(θ) which, by definition, gives us a
unique bias in terms of θ (and the data Σ), we can write
Q(θ) = ES + B(θ). This implies Q can be uniquely determined from Σ and θ and it is thus θ-identifiable.

B. Proof and pseudocode for Theorem 1
Theorem 1 (P USH F ORWARD). Given a linear SCM with
graph G, covariance matrix Σ, a set of known directed edges D, and known bidirected edge xy , let the
pair hG0 , Σ0 i be constructed from G and Σ as follows:
0
1. x ↔ y is removed and σxy
= σxy − xy ;

2. ∀c ∈ Ch(x), c 6= y, the bidirected edges c ↔ y are
added if they do not exist, and 0cy = cy + λcy xy ;
3. ∀z ∈ De(y), z 6= x, if there is an edge on any directed
path from y to z that is not in D, then z is removed
0
from G0 . For the remaining z, σxz
= σxz − xy δyz ,
where δyz is the sum of all directed paths from y to z;
4. All other parameters and covariances remain the same.
Then if λab is identifiable
(xy , D)-identifiable in G.

in

G0

it

is

Before moving forward, we use a couple definitions from the
literature, which make reasoning about paths in the graph
easier:
Definition 3. (Foygel et al., 2012) A path π from v to w is
a trek if it has no colliding arrowheads, that is, π is of the
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Algorithm 2 PF - P USH F ORWARD

form:
v ← ... ← ↔ → ... → w
v ← ... ← k → ... → w
v ← ... ← w
v → ... → w
Definition 4. (Foygel et al., 2012) A trek monomial π(Λ, E)
for trek π is defined as the product of the structural parameters along the trek, multiplied by the trek’s top error term
covariance.
In particular, if π does not contain a bidirected edge9 ,
Y
π(Λ, E) = 2k
λxy
x→y∈π

where k is the node at the “top" of the trek (it has no incoming edges). If the trek contains bidirected edge ab , then
Y
π(Λ, E) = ab
λxy
x→y∈π

Lemma 1. (Foygel et al., 2012) The covariance between v
and w, σvw can be written as the sum of the trek monomials
of all treks between v and w (Tvw ):

1: function PF(G, Σ, D, xy , x)
2:
initialize hG0 , Σ0 i ← hG, Σi
0
0
3:
update 0xy ← 0 in G0 and σxy
← σxy
− xy in Σ0
4:
for each c ∈ Ch(x) do
5:
update 0cy ← 0cy + λxc xy in G0
6:
end for
7:
for each z ∈ De(y) do
8:
if Edges(δyz ) ⊆ D then
0
9:
update σxz
= σxz − xy δyz
10:
else
11:
remove z from G0
12:
end if
13:
end for
14:
return hG0 , Σ0 i
15: end function

We also look at all descendants of y, (z ∈ Z) where the
directed paths from y to z (δyz ) are made entirely of known
edges (Edges(δyz ) ⊆ D). We define
δab =

σvw =

X

π∈Txy

π(Λ, E)

π∈Tvw

At its core, identifiability of an edge λ in linear Gaussian
SCM can be reduced to the problem of finding whether there
exists a unique solution for λ in terms of covariances in the
system of equations defined by the rules of path analysis
(Foygel et al., 2012), and knowledge of existing directed
and bidirected effects.
With this in mind, we can prove P USH F ORWARD.
Proof. Specified in the theorem is a covariance matrix Σ, a
graph of the structural equations G, a set of known directed
edges D, and known bidirected edge xy .
The system of equations constraining values of structural
parameters is
σvw =

X

π(Λ, E)

1 X
π(Λ, E)
2a
→

∀v, w ∈ G

→
where Txy
represents the set of treks taking only directed
edges from a to b: a → ... → b.

For each such descendant of y, z, we define the quantity
0
σxz
σxz = δyz xy +

X

π(Λ, E)

π∈Txy \T→
xy yz
0
σxz
= σxz − δyz xy =

X

π(Λ, E)

π∈Txy \T→
xy yz

Here, we used T→
to represent the treks starting from
xy yz
xy , and continuing from y to x (half-treks from x to z using
xy ).
0
Finally, we define σvw
= σvw for all other covariances
between nodes a and b where both a and b are either nondescendants of y, or have their paths to y known.

π∈Tvw
0
We first look at σxy , and define a new known quantity σxy
:

σxy = xy +

X

π(Λ, E)

π∈Txy \{xy }
0
σxy
= σxy − xy =

X

π(Λ, E)

π∈Txy \{xy }

This gives us a new system of equations in the original variables. All that remains to be shown is that an identified
quantity λ0ab in G0 which contains a “pushed-forward” bidirected edge guarantees that the above-generated system of
equations can be solved for the corresponding variable λab .
As per the definition of G0 , it is identical to G, except:
1. the bidirected edge x ↔ y is removed

9

Note also that we can have a trek from v to v, including a trek
that takes no edges at all, which would be simply 2v

2. ∀c ∈ Ch(x), the edges c ↔ y are added.
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3. Descendants of y, z, where all edges of δyz are not
known are removed
This new model G0 , with parameters Λ0 and E 0 has system
of equations:
00

σvw =

X

π(Λ0 , E 0 )

∀v, w ∈ G0

π∈Tvw

We compare this new system of equations to the modified
equations of G.
• For all non-descendants of x or y, all covariance equations are identical (Both graphs have the same treks
from non-descendants of x and y to all other nodes, and
these covariances were not modified in the augmented
equations).
• For all descendants of x, the modified equations for
G have xy λxc wherever G0 has 0cy when G does not
have bidirected edge c ↔ y. If G already includes an
cy , then it has (xy λxc + cy ) for each 0cy . This can
be seen by comparing the treks available in the two
models. We can create a map of treks in G to treks in
G0 . Treks not crossing the added/removed bidirected
edges are identical. All that remains are treks crossing
xy in G, and 0cy in G0 . Suppose we have a trek from
a to b in G0 a ← ... ← c ↔ y → ... → b, crossing
the bidirected edge 0cy . The corresponding trek in G
across cy , if it exists, and the trek a ← ... ← c →
x ↔ y → ... → b both map to it. Since we have a map
from treks in G to all treks in G0 , which differs only in
the specified spot, the equations are likewise identical
save for the mapping difference.
• The covariances between x and the descendants of
y and y have likewise identical equations. This is
because the removed treks in the modified equations
are the only possibilities including xy , so all variables
behave as if the bidirected edge did not exist. This can
also be seen by recognizing that setting xy = 0 would
result in the same equation as removing all instances of
the variable. Since the only treks from x which include
xy start by crossing x ↔ y, and continue on a directed
path, removing all directed paths from y multiplied by
xy achieves the desired effect.
Finally, we notice that any algorithm for identifiability in
this new model G0 certifies that the system of equations can
be uniquely solved for a given parameter, and the answer
can be written in terms of Σ00 .
We argue that the same parameter can be solved using the
augmented equations of the original model G, replacing
Σ00 with Σ0 in the estimand returned from the identifiability

algorithm for G0 . This would be directly true if the modified
equations for G were really identical to the equations for
G0 . However, the equations of G differ in xy and xc as
mentioned above. We show that this difference does not
affect the solutions for any of the directed or bidirected
edges except xc .
Looking at the form of the structural equations, we get a
sum of treks, which are themselves a product of paths. We
exploit the mapping created above between treks in G to
treks in G0 to get:

00
σwv
=

X

treks not passing 0cy +

X

treks passing 0cy

Each trek can pass an  at most once, at the top of the trek.
Looking at the treks of G0 , we get:
X

0
0
0 0
0
treks passing 0cy = δcw
0cy δyv
+ δcv
cy δyw
0
0
0
0
= (δcw
+ δcv
)0cy (δyv
+ δyw
)

The corresponding equation in G is:
X

treks passing xy = (δcw +δcv )(xy λxc +cy )(δyv +δyw )

With the fact that the δ are all identical in both G and G0 in
terms of equation structure, we get:
X
treks passing 0cy = (δcw + δcv )0cy (δyv + δyw )
Our goal now is to replace the xy λxc + cy from the equation of G with a temporary variable T c , giving
X

treks passing xy = δcw T c δyv

With this new system of equations, the temporary variable
T c corresponds to 0cy , and the two systems are identical in
their unknowns, making any solution in G0 a solution for
the modified G equations.
To achieve this, we need to show that the substitution is
valid. The argument we are making is that if we have a
system of equations:
K1 = x + (x + 5)
K2 = 3x
we can replace x + 5 with y, giving:
K1 = x + y
K2 = 3x
y =x+5
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If the equations

this directly, by simply eliminating one variable at a time.
For example, after eliminating b, we get:
K1 = x + y

σxy = a + xy

K2 = 3x

σzy = σzx × a

are sufficient for uniquely identifying the value of x, then
assuming consistency of the original equations, the same
solution for x is valid for the full system, including the third
equation.
This is exactly the situation we have for our trek equations.
We define T c = xy λxc +cy , and if the system of equations
excluding the equation constraining T c has a solution for a
given parameter, the same solution will be valid for the full
system.
Lastly, we notice that cy can be obtained from the solutions
to T c , xy , λxc using the same equation.
This completes the proof.

C. Identification, sensitivity analysis and
Gröbner bases
Gröbner bases are a symbolic method of computer algebra
used to solve systems of polynomial equations. GarcíaPuente et al. (2010) have shown that the identification (ID)
problem in linear SCMs can be reduced to solving a system
of polynomial equations and how Gröbner bases provide a
complete solution.
In this section we will take a practical approach of showing
how to set up the ID problem so it can be solved with Gröbner bases. We also show how to extend this to include sensitivity parameters, solving the problem of θ-identification.
Our approach is based on García-Puente et al. (2010). For a
basic understanding of Gröbner bases, please refer to Cox
et al. (1992).
Gröbner bases can be seen as an algorithm to do variable
elimination in complex polynomial equations. Let us illustrate the variable elimination approach in the simple instrumental variable graph:
z

b

xy

x

a

y

We can write the (normalized) covariance equations induced
by the graph as follows:
σxy = a + xy
σzy = b × a
σzx = b
Given these equations, the goal is to solve for a in terms of
the covariances of Σ only. Normally, one would approach

Next, we would eliminate xy , by putting it in terms of a:
xy = σxy − a
Then, we have a final equation just in terms a and the Σ.
This equation can be solved for a, and depending on how
many values of a satisfy the constraint, it give us our identiσzy
is valid).
fication result (here, only a = σzx
Gröbner bases perform an equivalent operation—they successively eliminate variables from the system of equations.
In this situation, we want to eliminate xy and b, leaving
only a and the covariances. In SAGE (The Sage Developers,
2018), this reduces to the following code:
R.<a,b,epsilon_xy,sigma_zx,sigma_zy,sigma_xy>
= PolynomialRing(QQ)
Ideal(
sigma_xy - (a+epsilon_xy),
sigma_zy - (b*a),
sigma_zx - (b)
).elimination_ideal([epsilon_xy,b]).groebner_basis()

If the result is a first degree polynomial in a, there is a single
solution.
The extension of this method to the θ-identification problem entailed by sensitivity analysis is straightforward. As
sensitivity parameters are treated like known variables, we
simply do not eliminate them. In the above example, if we
were to treat xy as a sensitivity parameter, our code would
be:
R.<a,b,epsilon_xy,sigma_zx,sigma_zy,sigma_xy>
= PolynomialRing(QQ)
Ideal(
sigma_xy - (a+epsilon_xy),
sigma_zy - (b*a),
sigma_zx - (b)
).elimination_ideal([b]).groebner_basis()

with an identical interpretation: if the resulting polynomials
in a, Σ and xy are linear in a, we conclude that knowing
the givens is sufficient to identify a.
Unfortunately, despite the completeness of this approach,
Gröbner bases are doubly-exponential in the number of variables, and in this case each edge corresponds to a variable
(Bardet, 2002). This limits the practical solvable graph size
to 4 or 5 nodes (Foygel et al., 2012; García-Puente et al.,
2010). Our own experiments hit upon the same limitation,
with attempted computations on 5-node graphs sometimes
taking several days for identifying single edges, despite using an optimized representation of the equations (Foygel
et al., 2012).
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D. Detailed description of computational
experiments
In this section, we provide a detailed description of our
computational experiments, including pseudocode and additional tests. Our computational experiments have two main
goals.
First, they aim to empirically verify the generality of our
constrained identification algorithm C ID, by comparing our
results to the ground truth obtained via computer algebra.
Second, note that C ID has three separate components:
1. The Q ID algorithm (Chen et al., 2017), which we use
both for the identification of directed edges, and for
incorporating constraints on directed edges that can be
used as sensitivity parameters;
2. The graphical manipulations performed by P USH F OR WARD , which we use to incorporate constraints on
bidirected edges; and,
3. The order in which to perform the graphical manipulation of P USH F ORWARD. In C ID we chose to perform
a topological ordering as described in Algorithm 1.
Thus, our computational experiments also aim to disentangle
the contributions of each of those components to our results.
Solving all 3 and 4-Node sensitivity queries
Our computational experiments rely on the ability to find
ground-truth answers to the question of whether a target
coefficient λab is θ-identifiable in a given graph G (this is
defined to be a query). As explained in Section C of this
supplementary material, these ground truth answers can
be obtained with algebraic methods, more precisely using
Gröbner bases (García-Puente et al., 2010).
For 3-node models we have 50 connected graphs with 720
possible queries; for 4-node models, we have 3,745 connected graphs and 1,059,156 possible queries. Note that,
for 5-node models, we have 1,016,317 connected graphs
and 11,615,669,904 possible queries. As mentioned in Section C, ground-truth computations using computer algebra
can take hours (or sometimes days) for a single 5-node
graph, redering an exhaustive study of sensitivity queries in
5-node models impractical.
We have thus performed an exhaustive computation of the
ground truth answer of all possible queries in 3 and 4 node
models via computer algebra using SAGE (The Sage Developers, 2018). These results give us a list stating for every
graph G, every edge λab , and all possible subsets of directed and bidirected edges used as sensitivity parameters θ,
whether λab can be uniquely computed from Σ and θ.

Our main interest lies on those queries that can be identified
only when θ 6= ∅ (we call this a sensitivity query)—in
other words, we do not consider those edges that can be
identified from Σ alone, since in these cases the parameter
is identifiable and a sensitivity analysis would not be needed.
The ground truth numbers of all θ-identifiable queries only
when θ 6= ∅ are 320 for 3-node models and 578,858 for
4-node models.
Our exhaustive computations also allow us to see how many
sensitivity queries can be solved using only subsets of directed edges or only subsets of bidirected edges as sensitivity
parameters. The decomposition then becomes the following. For 3-node models, there are 19 sensitivity queries
that can be solved using only subsets of directed edges as
sensitivity parameters, 109 using only subsets of bidirected
edges, and, as before, 320 total queries which are solvable
using an arbitrary combination of both. For 4-node models, these numbers increase to 15,740, 52,016 and 578,858
respectively. These numbers reveal that incorporating constraints on bidirected edges is an essential step for deriving
sensitivity curves.
Comparing Q ID and C ID to ground-truth answers
Once we have obtained ground-truth answers to all queries
in 3 and 4-node models, we run both the Q ID as well as the
C ID algorithm for each of those queries and check whether
they can correctly decide whether θ is an admissible set of
sensitivity parameters for λab in G (and thus able to provide
a sensitivity curve). This comparison gives us the numbers
we have presented in the main text in Table 1.
Alternative ordering methods for P USH F ORWARD
In the main text, the C ID algorithm applies P USH F ORWARD
in a topological ordering for processing multiple bidirected
edges. The method does not perform all possible graphical manipulations, and as such, a valid concern is that it
might be less capable than a more general search. Another
interesting question is to check whether simpler methods
would perform as well as the current C ID implementation.
To tackle these questions, we tested additional ordering
methods for handling multiple bidirected edges.
For simplicity of exposition, the C ID algorithm in the main
text has the ordering method embedded in the pseudocode
itself. For the purposes of this section, however, it is conceptually easier to create a meta algorithm that repeats the
following process: (i) first it creates a collection of valid
modified graphs G applying P USH F ORWARD according to
some ordering method; then, (ii) it applies an identification
algorithm to each of those modified graphs. This is given in
Algorithm 3, which we call C ID*.
In Algorithm 3, the argument PF ORDER represents a func-
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3 N ODES

(C ID)

PF order

ID Alg. directed edges

none
PF O
PF S
PF R
PF T

Q ID
Q ID
Q ID

none
PF O
PF S
PF R
PF T

4 N ODES

Directed

Bidirected

Both

Directed

Bidirected

Both

Q ID
Q ID

19
19
19
19
19

101
105
109
109

68
304
308
320
320

14,952
14,952
14,952
14,952
14,952

43,526
46,630
50,708
50,708

170,304
505,076
517,036
555,758
555,758

Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete

19
19
19
19
19

101
105
109
109

68
304
308
320
320

15,740
15,740
15,740
15,740
15,740

44,680
47,962
51,992
51,992

177,216
524,846
538,332
578,758
578,758

19

109

320

15,740

52,016

578,858

G ROUND T RUTH

Table 2: Number of θ-identifiable queries (only when θ 6= ∅) per type of sensitivity parameters θ, using different ordering
methods for P USH F ORWARD and different ID algorithm for the directed edges. Ground Truth is computed using Gröbner
bases. The first column defines the ordering method of P USH F ORWARD used for incorporating constraints on bidirected
edges—this is passed as the argument PF ORDER in the general function C ID*. The second column refers to the identification
algorithm used for directed edges—this is passed as the argument ID METHOD in the general function C ID*. “Complete”
means we used Gröbner bases to simulate a complete ID algorithm for directed edges running inside C ID*. Note the first
row corresponds to Q ID and the boldfaced row corresponds to C ID as presented in the main text applying P USH F ORWARD
in topological ordering. These two rows are the ones presented in Table 1 of the main text. A pseudocode for computing
these numbers is given in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 3 Meta constrained ID algorithm.
1: function C ID*(G, Σ, B, D, PF ORDER, ID METHOD)
2:
repeat
3:
G ← PF ORDER(G, Σ, B, D)
4:
for hG0 , Σ0 i ∈ G do
5:
D ← D ∪ ID METHOD(G0 , Σ0 , D)
6:
end for
7:
until all directed edges have been identified or no

edge has been identified in the last iteration
8:
return D
9: end function

tion that takes as inputs a graph G, a covariance matrix Σ, a
set of known bidirected edges B and a set of known directed
edges D. It then returns a collection G of valid modified
models hG0 , Σ0 i by iteratively applying P USH F ORWARD
following a particular ordering method (for example, topological ordering). The argument ID METHOD refers to an
identification method for directed edges (for instance, Q ID).
It is a function that takes as inputs a graph G, a covariance
matrix Σ and a set of known directed edges D and it returns
the new set of known directed edges.
We can now create different functions for different ordering
methods. For instance, the function PF T described in Algorithm 7 applies P USH F ORWARD in topological ordering
(as embedded in Algorithm 1 of the main text) and returns

all valid modified graphs. We now define three additional
ordering methods.
• PF O described in Algorithm 5. This function pushes
forward each bidirected edge only once, considering
the original graph. This method is the simplest application of P USH F ORWARD, and serves as a base of
comparison to assess the gains of more elaborate methods.
• PF S described in Algorithm 6. This function tries to
apply P USH F ORWARD once to all subsets of bidirected
edges connected to each end node. This procedure has
exponential computational complexity.
• PF R described in Algorithm 8. This function recursively tries every possible combination of applying
P USH F ORWARD for each bidirected edge connected
to the same end node (it tries each subset once, and of
those that can be pushed forward again, tries each subset, and so on). This procedure has doubly exponential
computational complexity.
All these function return a collection G of valid modified
graphs, and can be used as the PF ORDER argument in the
C ID* function. Of these methdos, PF R is arguably the
most important for comparison with our current implementation of topological ordering. The results are shown in the
first half of Table 2, which compares C ID* using the same
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xy
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λxz
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λx
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y
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x
xz

ID method for directed edges (Q ID) but different ordering methods for applying P USH F ORWARD. Our preferred
version, which was presented in the main text as C ID, corresponds to the boldfaced row with ordering method PF T
and ID method Q ID. As we can see, topological ordering
performs as well as the brute-force recursive search of all
subsets performed by PF R, which has doubly exponential
computational complexity.

λ wz

w

 wz

w

 wz

z

(a)

(b)

Disentangling PF and Q ID
Finally, the incompleteness of C ID can stem from two
sources: limitations of the graphical manipulations performed by P USH F ORWARD or the incompleteness of the
identification algorithm for directed edges, Q ID. Separating the two can help guide efforts for future research. To
achieve that, we used algebraic methods to simulate how
C ID would have performed if it had access to a complete
identification algorithm for directed edges instead of Q ID.
More precisely, we use Gröbner bases as our ID algorithm
for directed edges (ID METHOD) in C ID*, where, just like
Q ID, Gröbner bases only have access to constraints on bidirected edges via the graphical manipulation performed by
P USH F ORWARD. That is, Gröbner bases is dealing with the
problem as if it were a “vanilla” identification problem, not
explicitly knowing that the bidirected edge is fixed. The
results can be seen in the second half of Table 2. The last
row indicates, for instance, that incorporating constraints
on bidirected edges using P USH F ORWARD in topological
order, in combination with a complete identification algorithm for directed edges, would have identified over 99.99%
of 4-node sensitivity queries.
This suggests that: (i) the main bottleneck of the current implementation of C ID is Q ID itself; (ii) P USH F ORWARD with
topological ordering is an efficient procedure for dealing
with bidirected edges that can reap the benefits of improved
identification algorithms.

Figure 8: Examples of missed cases using P USH F ORWARD
with a complete identification algorithm of directed edges.
In both examples, λxy is zx -identifiable, but the algorithm
fails due to lack of exploitation of identified total effects.
In example 8a, it turns out a simple marginalization of w
suffices for the zx -identification of λxy using the current
implementation of the C ID algorithm. However, marginalization alone is often not enough, as shown in example 8b.

amples that illustrates how not exploiting the knowledge of
known total effects can result in a failure of identification.
Let us start with Figure 8a. In this example, our task is
to find a sensitivity curve for λxy in terms of zx . First
note that z is not a valid instrument for λxy since it is a
descendant of x. However, pushing forward zx allows us to
identify the total effect of x on z. This, in turn, permits the
creation of the auxiliary variable z ∗ = z−(λxz +λxw λwz )x
which is now a valid instrument for λxy . In the example of
Figure 8a, it turns out a simpler solution would also suffice—
marginalizing w. Note the marginalized DAG results in a
simple three node model which can be solved by the current
implementation of C ID. Nevertheless, marginalization by
itself may not always be sufficient, as a simple variation of
this very example shows (Figure 8b).
In sum, θ-identification in these cases require systematically
exploiting known total effects (for instance, creating AVs
subtracting out total effects) or known path-specific effects,

E. The missed cases
c

cx

λ

λxm

y

xm

m
y

λm

x

c

m

m

When iterating over modified graphs, the C ID algorithm
feeds its next iteration only identification results for direct
effects (single coefficients), not of path specific effects or
total effects (sums of products of coefficients), which may
nevertheless be identified. Figure 8 shows two simple ex-

c
λc

As discussed in the previous section, P USH F ORWARD in
topological order, in combination with a complete identification algorithm for directed edges, would have identified over
99.99% of all 4-node sensitivity queries. In this section we
briefly discuss some of the missed cases, which may provide
guidance for further improvements of the C ID algorithm.
We also provide all the missed cases for those interested in
exploring them further (Tables 3 and 4).

λxy

y

Figure 9: An interesting missed case example. Here λxy
is cm -identifiable. All examples can be found in Tables 3 and 4.
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a task which still does not have a satisfactory solution in the
literature. A final interesting (and challenging) example in
which C ID failed to find the sensitivity curve is shown in
Fig .9.

F. Utility of descendants
Here we show that not pruning descendants of variable y
can be useful for identification. An example is given in
Fig. 10.
w

w

w

z

w

y

y
x

w
y

z

y
λx

x

z

x

(b) PF w ↔ z

(a) Original

y

z

w

(c) Know y → z

w
y

y

x

x

(d) Look at y

w

(e) PF w ↔ y

w
y

y

z∗

x
(f) z ∗ = z − λyz y

z∗

x
(g) PF w ↔ y

Figure 10: Take the graph in 10a. The red bidirected edges
(wy , wz ) are assumed to be known, and the target quantity
is λxy (blue). First, we can use knowledge of w ↔ z to use
w as an instrument for y → z (10b,10c). This knowledge,
however, does not help in solving for x → y (10d), even
when pushing forward w ↔ y (10e). The issue is that
we pruned z when pushing forward w ↔ y, since it is a
descendant of y. However, note we can create an AV z ∗ ,
which behaves as if it were not a descendant of y (10f). It
turns out that z ∗ is an instrument for x → y conditioned on
w in 10g, solving the problem!

Algorithm 4 Pseudocode for checking performance of
C ID* with different P USH F ORWARD orders and different
ID algorithm for directed edges. In the code, I DENTIFYD IRECTED E DGES and I S I DENTIFIED are computed using
computer algebra (Gröbner bases), and give the ground-truth
values.
1: initialize Total ← 0
2: initialize PFtotal ← 0
3: S ← set of all possible connected DAGs, with all combinations of directed and bidirected edges.
4: for each graph hG, Σi ∈ S do
5:
IDedges ← I DENTIFY D IRECTED E DGES(G)
6:
for all (x → y) ∈ G where (x → y) ∈
/ IDedges do
7:
SPS ← All subsets of directed and bidirected
edges of G which do not contain (x → y)
8:
for each set hD, Bi ∈ SPS do
9:
if I S I DENTIFIED(G, x → y, D, B) then
10:
Total ← Total + 1
11:
if (x → y) ∈ C ID*(G, Σ, D, B, PF ORDER,
ID METHOD) then
12:
PFTotal ← PFTotal + 1
13:
end if
14:
end if
15:
end for
16:
end for
17: end for
total
18: return PTFotal

Algorithm 5 Push forward each bidirected edge once.
1: function PF O(G, Σ, B, D)
2:
let By represent subset of B where all edges have y

as end point (By = {(x ↔ y) ∈ B, ∀x})
3:
G ← {(G, Σ)}
4:
for each node y ∈ G do
5:
for bidirected edge xy ∈ By do
6:
if x ∈
/ D E(y) or δyx ∈ D then
7:
add PF(G, Σ, D, xy , x) to G
8:
end if
9:
end for
10:
end for
11:
return G
12: end function
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Algorithm 6 Push forward all subsets once.
1: function PF S(G, Σ, B, D)
2:
let By represent subset of B where all edges have y
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

as end point (By = {(x ↔ y) ∈ B, ∀x})
G ← {(G, Σ)}
for each node y do
for each By0 ⊆ By do
hG0 , Σ0 i ← hG, Σi
for each xy ∈ By0 do
if x ∈
/ D E(y) or δyx ∈ D then
hG0 , Σ0 i ←PF(G0 , Σ0 , D, xy , x)
for all z ∈ C H(x) do
if λxz ∈
/ D then
remove zy from By0 if it was not yet
processed.
end if
end for
end if
end for
add hG0 , Σ0 i to G
end for
end for
return G
end function

Algorithm 7 Push forward in topological order.
1: function PF T(G, Σ, B, D)
2:
let By represent subset of B where all edges have y
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

as end point (By = {(x ↔ y) ∈ B, ∀x})
G ← {(G, Σ)}
for each node y do
hG0 , Σ0 i ← hG, Σi
for each xy ∈ By in topological order on x do
if x ∈
/ D E(y) or δyx ∈ D then
hG0 , Σ0 i ←PF(G0 , Σ0 , D, xy , x)
add hG0 , Σ0 i to G
for all z ∈ C H(x) do
if λxz ∈
/ D then
remove zy from By if it was not yet
processed.
else
add zy to By
end if
end for
end if
end for
end for
return G ∪ PF O(G, Σ, B, D)
end function

Algorithm 8 Push forward all subsets recursively.
1: function PF R(G, Σ, B, D)
2:
let By represent subset of B where all edges have y
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

as end point (By = {(x ↔ y) ∈ B, ∀x})
initialize G ← {(G, Σ, ∅)}
for each node y do
P ushSets ← {hG, Σ, By0 i for all By0 ⊆ By }
while P ushSets not empty do
pop hG0 , Σ0 , By0 i from P ushSets
P ushAgain ← {}
for each xy ∈ By0 do
if x ∈
/ D E(y) or δyx ∈ D then
hG0 , Σ0 i ←PF(G0 , Σ0 , D, xy , x)
for all z ∈ C H(x) do
if λxz ∈
/ D then
remove zy from By0 if it was not yet
processed.
else
add zy to P ushAgain
end if
end for
end if
end for
add hG0 , Σ0 i to G
for allBy00 ⊆ P ushAgain do
add hG0 , Σ0 , By00 i to P ushSets
end for
end while
end for
return G
end function
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Graph
1→2 1→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4

Target Quantity
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
1→3
2→4
2→4
3→4
3→4
2→4
2→4
3→4
3→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4

Sensitivity Parameters
1↔4
1↔4 1→2
1↔4 3↔4
1↔4 3↔4 1→2
1↔4 3→4
1↔4 1→2 3→4
1↔4 3↔4 3→4
1↔4 3↔4 1→2 3→4
1↔4
1↔4 2→3
1↔4 1→2
1↔4 1→2 2→3
1↔4 3↔4
1↔4 3↔4 2→3
1↔4 3↔4 1→2
1↔4 3↔4 1→2 2→3
1↔4 3→4
1↔4 3→4 1→2
1↔4 2→3 3→4
1↔4 2→3 3→4 1→2
1↔4 3↔4 3→4
1↔4 3↔4 3→4 1→2
1↔4 3↔4 2→3 3→4
1↔4 3↔4 2→3 3→4 1→2
1↔3
1↔3 1→2
1↔3
1↔3 1→2
1↔3 3↔4
1↔3 3↔4 1→2
1↔3 3↔4
1↔3 3↔4 1→2
1↔3
1↔3 1→2
1↔3 3↔4
1↔3 3↔4 1→2
1↔3
1↔3 3→4
1↔3 1→2
1↔3 1→2 3→4
1↔3 3↔4
1↔3 3↔4 3→4
1↔3 3↔4 1→2
1↔3 3↔4 1→2 3→4
1↔3
1↔3 2→4
1↔3 1→2
1↔3 1→2 2→4
1↔3 3↔4
1↔3 3↔4 2→4

Table 3: Missed sensitivity queries of P USH F ORWARD in topological order, in combination with a complete identification
algorithm for directed edges. Part 1.
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51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Graph
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔3 2↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 2→3 2→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 2→3 2→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 2→3 2→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 2→3 2→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 2→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4
1→2 1→3 1→4 2→4 3→4 1↔2 1↔4 2↔4 3↔4

Target Quantity
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
2→4
2→4
2→4
2→4
3→4
3→4
3→4
3→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
1→4
2→4
2→4
2→4
2→4
3→4
3→4
3→4
3→4
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2
1→2

Sensitivity Parameters
1↔3 3↔4 1→2
1↔3 3↔4 1→2 2→4
1↔3 3→4
1↔3 3→4 1→2
1↔3 2→4
1↔3 1→2 2→4
1↔3 3→4 2→4
1↔3 3→4 1→2 2→4
1↔3 1↔4
1↔3 1↔4 1→2
1↔3 1→4
1↔3 1→2 1→4
1↔3 1↔4
1↔3 1↔4 1→2
1↔3 1→4
1↔3 1→2 1→4
1↔3 1↔4
1↔3 1↔4 1→2
1↔3 3↔4 3→4
1↔3 3↔4 3→4 1→2
1↔3 3↔4 2→4
1↔3 3↔4 1→2 2→4
1↔3 3↔4 3→4 2→4
1↔3 3↔4 3→4 1→2 2→4
1↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1↔3 1↔4 3↔4 1→2
1↔3 3↔4 1→4
1↔3 3↔4 1→2 1→4
1↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1↔3 1↔4 3↔4 1→2
1↔3 3↔4 1→4
1↔3 3↔4 1→2 1→4
1↔3 1↔4 3↔4
1↔3 1↔4 3↔4 1→2
1↔4
1↔4 2→3
1↔4 2↔4
1↔4 2↔4 2→3
1↔4 1→4
1↔4 2→3 1→4
1↔4 2↔4 1→4
1↔4 2↔4 2→3 1→4
1↔4
1↔4 1→3
1↔4 2↔4
1↔4 2↔4 1→3
1↔4 2→4
1↔4 1→3 2→4
1↔4 2↔4 2→4
1↔4 2↔4 1→3 2→4

Table 4: Missed sensitivity queries of P USH F ORWARD in topological order, in combination with a complete identification
algorithm for directed edges. Part 2.

